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Archaeological site of the Dehesa de Baños, Roman villa, and medieval necropolis. Mausoleum of the Fabios, Roman funerary building.
San Juan Bautista Church, Mudejar style. Popular architecture: Chapel of Nuestra Señora de la Consolación, El Granero (a 16th-century
building that was used as a tithe granary and today houses the Casa de la Cultura), Balneario de Fonté. Torre Mocatero, Carlist
watchtower. Saladas de Chiprana and Laguna de la Estanca. Sea of Aragon, magnificent scenery for fishing and water sports.

Circular, pedestrian, and cycling tour through the agricultural landscapes of the huerta
of Chiprana. Immersed in an agricultural landscape irrigated with the waters of the
historic acequia of Civán, it visits the wetlands of La Estanca y La Salada, the latter
declared a Managed Nature Reserve, and the popular sites of the Baños de Fonté and
the chapel of San Marcos. Very interesting and attractive route for nature lovers and
fans of active tourism.

/19,7 KM/ D+: 115m/ 4h 05 min /Circular

Visit us
www.cbac.es

The start of Route PR-Z 150 is located at the roundabout at the
entrance to the town and departs along the GR-99 following the
road to the halt. After about 500 m, it leaves the road and turns
left onto a farm road that runs between crop fields bordered by
small stands of Aleppo pines.

A larger track crosses the bridge over the railroad tracks, linking
shortly after with the service road of the main acequia of Civán.
Following this path, always parallel to the course of the acequia,
you reach the spectacular natural viewpoint of the Laguna de La
Estanca.

At the intersection with an asphalt road, the route leaves the
acequia service road and takes this new road to the right. 

A new dirt road leads, on the left, to the old Balneario de Fonté
and shortly after to some abandoned houses.

After passing by a livestock corral and a drinking trough, the
trail continues towards the Chapel and Recreational Area of
San Marcos, from where we can turn off to the Saladas de
Chiprana. The PR-Z 150 runs first along an asphalted road,
then crosses the tracks and heads towards the halt. 

Without going through the tunnel under the railway, leave the
previous track and follow the path to the right in the direction of
a nearby tower. After passing under the railway, take the track
that skirts the Laguna de La Estanca, until it connects with the
road to the halt, where you return to the starting point.

datasheet
Distance: 19.7 km
Time: 4h 05 min
Elevation +:  115 m
Elevation -: 115 m
Kind of tour: Circular
Natural environment severity: 1
Itinerary orientation: 1
Difficulty: 1
Effort: 3

services In Chiprana: Bar, Meals, Rural Tourism, VUT and Store.
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